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ABSTRACT: . Results of: structural and microanalytical studies on sintered
Iron-Rare Earth-Boron permanent magnets are presented in this paper. It is shown that the structure of the phase present at the two grain boundaries is the same as that of the phase at the triple grain junctions;
both are fcc with a lattice parameter of 5.24 A. It is also shown that this fcc phase is stabilized by the presence of significant quantities of oxygen.
The possible effects of thin foil preparation by ion milling techniques in producing the observed bee phase is also briefly discussed . hard magnetic alloy system, is being intensively investigated to understand the magnetization reversal mechanism responsible for the changes in coercivity caused by thermal treatments ( 3 -6 ) . Of particular interest is the structure and composition .of phases_ present at the grain .boundaries,of.the main magnetic phase, Nd 2 Fe 14 B, :·since the·nucleation ";and pinning events ·responsibleJor:coercivity1are· thought· to· occur(afthese boundaries(?,S). '·There have been:several investigations··aimed:at explaining the microstructural features observed along the grain boundaries(S-1 2). Previous results using microdiffraction proved the existence of a fcc phase at the grain boundaries( 1 3). However further clarification of the structure and composition of the phase(s) present is needed. Thus, the objective of this· paper is to clarify some of these aspects, by electron micro·scopy, microanalysis, -and Auger,spectroscopy.
Also, the possible influence of specimen preparation techniques on the ·microstructures observed will be briefly discussed.
EXPERIMENTAL: The sintered magnets were produced by standard processing techniques, as described in reference 11. The alloy studied in this investigation had a nominal composition of Fe-33.5 w/o Rare Earth- addition to point analyses, Auger electron maps were also generated to examine the distribution of the elements.
RESULTS : Further microanalysis experiments by tilting through various orientations substantiated our previous conclusions that the grain boundary phase is indeed fcc. Fig.1 shows the general microstructure of the magnet. Fig.1 (a) depicts the triple grain junction phase, and is schematically described in Fig.1 (c) . Fig.1 (b) depicts the two-grain boundary phase and is schematically described in Fig.1 (d) . The crystal structure of the three-grain junction phase has been elucidated in an ~.~ ~arlier paper to be fcc (13) . The phase at the two-grain boundaries is ... · experiments using an ultra-thin window EDX detector indicated ( 13 ) ~ignificant amounts of oxygen present in this fcc phase. Subsequent · experiments·conclusively·proved that'this"phase did contain oxygen. " Fig:3 is the low energy end of of the EDX spectrum, depicting the oxygen peak.
~---
Quantification has been carried out with the thin foil approximation using the theoretical k-factors from the system software. The results indicate oxygen contents varying from 20-50 a/o. This large variation in the oxygen content can be attributed to two ·reasons : (1) the soft oxygen
x-rays are absorbed by the Nd, leading to a reduced x-ray intensity peak for oxygen, which is strongly dependent upon the foil thickness and density ·of the material. Experiments are now underway to accurately measure the foil thickness to account for this absorption. In spite of this uncertainty in quantification, the oxygen content calculated is a lower limit to the amount actually present in the area. (2) The actual oxygen content does indeed vary greatly from region to region, depending on processing .conditions. ·one significant:aspect is that, within the lim.its·of experimental error (""1 0°/o), the two grain boundary region has·the same composition as the triple grain junction region. oxygen-Auger map from which the segregation of oxygen to the grain boundaries as well as to· the grain surfaces can be resolved. Using the map, regions of oxygen enrichment were then isolated for point analyses. The low coercivity in the as-quenched condition has been attributed to the presence of bee platelets: extending into the matrix from the grain boundaries, deforming the lattice of the RE 2 Fe 14 s grains{9, 1 0,11) . It has also been observed that these platelets disappear on annealing at 600°C, and several researchers have suggested that this transformation is the cause for the large increase in coercivity observed after such a treatment. The bee phase, in all reported cases, has been observed by the Selected Area Diffraction (SAD) technique, using Argon ion-milled ·specimens. ·:SAD usir:rg~a· 0.5''micrometer'aperture has:been.carried out on Argon ion milled specimens. When the SAD aperture is placed over the matrix only, a bee ring pattern with a lattice parameter of 2.9A is observed, Fig.1 O(a) . Fig.1 O(b) (2) The bee phase : The observation'of a bee phase, both at:the grain boundaries as well as in the interior-of the grains requires detailed investigation. This is all the more significant since platelets of the bee phase have been attributed to be the cause for a low coercivity. However, in the present work, it is suggested that the bee phase, especially that observed in the intra-granular region, is produced by a re-deposition process during ion-milling for thin foil preparation. This argument is supported by the fact that the density of the particles is uniform althou.gh the foil thickness is changing. The process of re-deposition is elucidated schematically in Fig.12 . In (a), a thin foil is shown as a slab, for 
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